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Introduction

OpenIPMC

The features of electronic systems compliant to the Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture (ATCA)[1] standard make them attractive
for the back-end electronics of future HEP experiments, including those
planned at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC)[2][3]. In an ATCA shelf, the
Shelf Manager Controller (ShMC) monitors the parameters of the components of the shelf (FRUs, Field Replaceable Units) such as electronic boards,
power supplies and fans, and responds to planned and unplanned events,
such as the extraction of a board or the failure of a cooling fan. Each FRU
is equipped with an Intelligent Platform Management Controller (IPMC),
tasked with the read-out of the sensors, the transmission of their readings
to the ShMC, and the power management of the FRU.

OpenIPMC is a free and open-source IPMC software written in C, which can
be built for any embedded platform supporting FreeRTOS. It runs as a set
of tasks interacting with each other via mutexes, queues, and other native
resources provided by the aforementioned operating system. A Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL) is used to interface OpenIPMC to the hardwarespecific IO drivers, making the software very easy to port.

For a given hardware implementation, the user registers callbacks to driver
functions using OpenIPMC’s API, allowing the latter to use these drivers to
operate the device. This gives wide flexibility in adapting the software to
the user’s needs.

Tested architectures (so far)

Development setups
To interface the ATCA shelf with the Ultra96 and ESP32 development
boards running OpenIPMC at SPRACE, we used a Pulsar 2b board[4],
equipped with a suitable DIMM adapter sitting in the IPMC slot, providing level shifting and break outs for the IPMB-A and -B buses.

We developed OpenIPMC on the AVNET Ultra96 board, powered by an
ARM-based Zynq UltraScale+ ZU3EG SoC. Then, as an exercise to prove the
portability of our software, we ported it to a completely different architecture, that is, the Espressif ESP32: a low cost and very popular microcontroller based on a Tensilica Xtensa LX6 core. Porting took 3.5 person-weeks.
We plan to test OpenIPMC on an Actel A2F200 SoC soon.

Links and References
OpenIPMC source published at:
Doxygen documentation at:

We are currently testing OpenIPMC on a test setup designed and installed
at KIT, based on a Serenity board[5] equipped with a custom management
module based on a Zynq Ultrascale+ SoC. In this system, OpenIPMC resides
in one of the embedded memories (TCM) and runs on the real-time CortexR5 cores.

https://gitlab.com/openipmc
https://openipmc.gitlab.io/openipmc
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The three different platforms presented here run the same OpenIPMC
code, with modifications only in the HAL layer and board-specific controls,
showing the good portability properties of the software.
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